1989 gti

No changes for the Volkswagen GTI, a sports hatchback that is more about performance and
less about utility. Even though it seats four and has an adequate trunk for cargo, owners love
the GTI's incredible zip and racer attitude. You still have your choice of either an 8-valve,
4-cylinder, 1. Both give you great performance and acceleration, though the 16V will give you a
lot more bang. The GTI never came with many standard features, but the Recaro racing seats
provide added support up front, and the tachometer is handy on the dash. For a little extra, you
can get air conditioning, power windows and locks, and a sunroof. Parts, though sometimes
hard to find, are relatively inexpensive, which means it is a popular tuner car. Owners love how
little they have to spend on the GTI, but the main attraction is an engine that is both powerful
and durable, able to take a constant beating and still deliver optimal performance. Average user
score. Based on 9 reviews. Love My Gti by Stacey. Morph by Luis. My First Fast Car by Chris.
Updated Nov 15, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Volkswagen GTI? Have you driven a
Volkswagen GTI? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Volkswagen GTI. Have questions? Ask a
question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Volkswagen GTI Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. He called me sometime in
the evening on a Tuesday and he answered all of the questions I had. He was polite and
basically told me all the info I needed and even more. I forgot his name but he was dope asl on
jah. Very friendly staff. Vehicle was clean and in great conditions as advertised. Had a chance to
test drive and I was very pleased with the experience. Ended up not buying for personal reasons
but I was happy about my experience with the dealership personnel. I recently bought a car
from from here, and Mike made the experience highly memorable and satisfying. Thank you,
Mike, and the Alpha Motors team! My first experience with them wasn't great but have since had
great communication and appreciate their honesty of buying a cash vehicle and driving it out of
state. Shane, the sales mgr. He even volunteered to shuttle the truck there and set up the
appointment. It was a pleasure working with them. Great guys over there, willing to talk with you
and work with you. Was a very good experience, everyone was very pleasant and helpful and
am very happy with my purchase. Thank you. They responded very quickly very much helpful
informing and no pressure in trying to get you to buy a car and was very informative on options
when your ready to buy a car. Super friendly and also offered other choices of cars that became
available since my initial inquiry. They have a great warranty program when you purchase a car
there. Unfortunately,I decided on a completely different auto else where. I do recommend Serve
Auto as an option if they have the type of car you want. This was my first time buying a car and
naturally I was nervous. Both Angel and George made it an easy and fun experience. The
experience was ok the truck was way over priced and the would not deal but they were very
nice. I called about the car multiple times, set an appointment, confirmed the location and drove
nearly three hours to find out the car is still being shipped. Waited over an hour for them to
figure all this information out. I've never dealt with a dealership so dishonest with their
approach to selling vehicles. A few things to keep in mind, this dealer has the following fees 1,
Dealer fee documentation fee 1, Vichicle equipment fee From what the sales rep told me these
fees are non negotiable. Jonny was amazing to work with at this dealer. We are so greatful that
to him for all his help and he did not make it stressful at all it was easy. I was satisfied with the
deal that I got although the car was not ready when I got there. They got it ready which took
about 4 hours. I was not happy with the fact that the car would not start when I got ready to
leave. They fixed the problem and sent a locksmith to my home the next day to make new fobs. I
would refer the dealer to a friend. This site is fake when you get to the dealer they dont have
what you pre qualified then they try to sell you something 4 yomes for expensive I will never try
this site again or recommend it to anyone or the dealer I went to. No changes for the
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browser. There are certain cars that I will absolutely concede are past the point of saving â€”
even cars that I love. The Swift in stock form was an uninspiring and thoroughly disposable car.
The GTI also received a factory body kit in the form of different bumpers and side skirts, along
with a hatch spoiler. Even the three-spoke sport steering wheel looks saucy, and note the
GTI-specific hubcaps sitting in the cabin. I have my suspicions that the interior is quite
water-logged, as it looks like a thin film of mold permeates the surfaces or it has at least been
left outside with the windows down for some time. That could also explain the awful-looking
rust in the floors, but this is Florida and this is an economy-minded Japanese import built by an
obscure manufacturer that was likely to rust before it resided in a humid, hurricane-prone
climate. I bought one of these brand new in I believe it was the last year for the GT. It was a fun
and nimble car. It was Ocean Ice Blue. It sure was pretty, but it had issues with the
synchronization on the manual transmission. Even though I had the dealer look at it several
times, it was never quite right. I traded it off, but I miss it. I honestly never saw another one.
They are indeed few and far between. They were hard-won, but I wrung just under , miles out of
my Suzuki before I reluctantly gave up on it. I tried replacing it with another, but could not
locate. Hopefully some dedicated Tuner saves this one. I test drove one when they were new. I
scared the hell out of the salesman as I took it for a test drive. The want was great, but I had an
85 dog to consider so I ended up getting a Chevy Sprint was the predecessor to the Geo Metro.
Sprint started in 86 or 87 I think, then they were rebadged to Geo Metro. The Sprint started in
and ran to The Metro took over in as a Geo, but the Sprint never had a convertible model. Uh no.
In Canada you could have a Sprint and Firefly in a convertible. Just a rebadge to bring in quick
sales to a crappy generation at dealerships. A friend had one of these that was a three cylinder
and nearly new at the time. While moving to Georgia from Ohio, he had it loaded with household
goods. Heading south on I he barley made it over Jellico mountain entering Tennessee. He had
to move onto the shoulder of the road and could only make about 40 mph. After hearing that
story I stayed away from these and their GM badged cousins. The up side was that it got
tremendous fuel mileage. I doubt that car was the GT with the turbo engine. Same body shell,
way different mechanicals. Nearly double the horsepower in the same car. It would cost a
fortune to bring this back, if you even could. All those fading and deteriorating plastics on the
inside would be be especially difficult, unless you were very good with a 3D printer. Never saw
that kind of decay before in a car. Often someone with credit issues who could barley afford a
new bicycle could own one. Could cruise 70 mph on the highway. Despite the condition I believe
it deserves a second chance. But I too always thought it would be fun to combine these two
sisters: the Bad girl and the Debutante. If someone does this, please share pictures and details.
I love them both. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on
the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
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